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channeled by Ann Valentin and Virginia Essene

This message, lrom the levels ol timeless
intelligence which created the cosmos, endeavors to
give the reader a luller understanding ol the realities

1

Greetings from METAscience

ol life so thal lhe spiritual aspect can be more in

it is almost unbelievable! For thousands of
years, en lig hte n ment rom h ig her realms of
Yes,

harmony with the physical body existence' During this
'Time of Awakening,' there will be major emotional
cleansings in each personality' Many will not understand the changes they leel, but all living things will
feel these stimulants knowingly or unknowingly. Be
wisel Becorne consciously involved in this time of
change. This new energy, which began August t,
1985, is intended to lift you into the higher plane ol
peacs, and assure a positive outcome lor Earth. Some
of the information in this book will not be new and will
only conlirm what you have already lelt or understood
in your innermost thoughts ' inlormation known to
your soul or higher self. However, much ol lhe information will be lotally new! Please do not reject any
data on lirst reading, but ponder it and see if you can
give its msssage serious consideration. Cosmlc
Revelatlon will stretch your mind to ths utmost. Let
it comfort, assist and guide you on your journey
through ths stars.

f

consciousness, traditionally called "God,' was available
to Mankind via rare psychically-endowed p€rsons whom
history labeled by such terms as sages, prophets and
saints. Now, suddenly, in the merest instant of time roughly ten years - it is as though the doors of Heaven
itself have been thrown wide open. The flow of
enlightenment via supersensory information transfer is
almost beyond belief. Telepathic channels are popping up
by the hundreds, even thousands, all over the globe.
BUT! There is a problem -- QUALITY. How good, how

valid, how dependable is the information? Let's be
frank. We dare not fool ourselves. Probably 90% of it
is junk - utterly useless for guidance of our lives and
our civilization. And some portions are downright
dangerous and destructive! Yet here and there, a
portion of the information offers true enlightenment and
personal guidance for individuals as well as for our
social, political and economic structures.
How do we separate the wheat from the chaff? Some
2,000 years ago, guidance was given on this question.
The admonition (paraphrased) was, "Test the Spirits!
Make certain that their utterances are at the level of

Perlect bound, 1 60 pagss Published by
Publishing

ComPanY

GOD-consciousness.'

Descent

That test has been rigorously applied in selecting the
channeled books in this catalog. Each channeled book
listed offers spiritual enlightenment AND mindstretching personal growth af the very best.
The four books channeled by Ann Valentin and Virginia
Essene, the book channeled by Carolus Magus, lhe one
channeled by William D. Pelley, the one channeled by
Flossie Dean Craig and the two channeled by Ken Carey
will have to be at least considered when the time comes
to select books of wisdom for possible inclusion in 'THE

S. E. E.

$9.95

of the Dove

channeled by Ann Valentin and Virginia Essene

Who is the powerlul "Dove" now descending on
Earlh? "The Dove" is Archangel Uriel who has been
empowered by "God" ... th€ Creator Cosmic
Consciousness ... and The Great Rays as a prolound
€nergy vibration

lo bring

immediate soul awakening

and human involvement for peace.
"A clarion call lor peaceful action is now sounding to

all doves on Earth.

Humanity's consciousness is
being transformed to achieve peace. We need you!
Will you join us now?"
How does your soul use your brain to contact
spiritual dimensions through lhe Cosmic Compass?
Curious as to how 20"/" of your "lime" has recenlly
disappeared? Can Archangel Uriel actually cause a

BIBLE FOR THE 21st CENTURY.'

Volumes l, ll, lll, lV and Vl offered on pages 6 and 7,
taken as a whole, are also valuable. They represent lhe
distillation of 20 years of my intensive, full-time,

worldwide travel and interdisciplinary research. They
reflect the collaboration with more than 30 medical
doctors, scientists in many fields, engineers,

physical vibratory r€sponse in yo u r soul? What
would happen lo you if the angels didn't keep the plants
alive? Where are you on your journey to the 4th and
Sth dimensions?
The message in Descent ol the Dove is a call lo

psychiatrists, ministers, parapsychologists,
hypnotherapists and electronic technicians in 22

countries. These five books, representing the fruits of
five trips around the world and more than 20 foreign
trips, have been given enthusiastic worldwide reception

all of us on the planet, to ev€ry life form on it,

and have been translated inlo several languages.

to

unile now lor giobal peace.

(Continued on Page A of the yellow insert)

Perfect bound, 185 pages
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Published by S.E.E.
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Startling

Revelatiohs,sari

Although UFOs, extraterrestrials and space beings are outside the major research
of METAscience Foundation, one of our lellow researchers telepathically
channeled the materials for this book. Since several chapters provide valuable insights

areas

on levels of consciousness OUTSIDE THE NORMAL HUMAN EVOLUTIONARY STREAM, we

feel it provides another window lor viewing the unseen realities of the Cosmos.
This unusual book explains what happens at the Bermuda Triangle when planes, ships
and crew are "zapped" into another space continuum or parallel universe and continue
living!; tells how the three basic zones in pyramids are symbolic of the three basic
zones in Man; explains how one facet of your personality lunctions on the Earth plane
while simultaneously the other many personality facets function on various planes;

reincarnation explained with newer insight; describes what comprises Man's

electromagnetic field that surrounds his body (aura); how the Mind has four areas,
each of which disseminates cosmic energy to this auric field with life charges; gives a
new slant on ulology lo science and layman; and offers many pointers to help Man
survive the coming change.
Perfect bound, 210 pages

Earthstar

Publications

$9.95

You Can Heal Your Life, Louise L. Hay
Ms. Hay's key message is this: "lf we are willing to do the mental work, almost
everything can be healed." The author has a great deal of experience and first-hand
inlormation

to share about healing -

including how she cured herself alter being

diagnosed with terminally-ill cancer. Ms. Hay ollers practical steps lor dissolving
both the fears and the causations of diseases. As a metaphysical counselor, she
devotes her life to assisting others in discovering and using the lull potential ol their
own creative powers. Her students are able to clear away the blocks that keep them
from robust health and lrom having what they want in life.

DU CAN
EAL

YOUR LIFE
by Louise 1.H.ry

It is helpful lo read the book, Healers and the Healing Process (see page 6) as
a supplement to this book. Together they provide a basis for understanding the modus
operandi ol "holistic health."
Perfect bound, 204 pages

Published by Hay

The Magian Gospel of Brother Yeshua,

THE

ilA0tAt{
00sPEt
of
Eroths Ycshua

House

$10.00

carotus Masus

ln the ten years since this book was produced, its many readings have answered
questions about Jesus of Nazareth which troubled the inquiring mind of George W.
Meek since he was a lad ol 17 years. Now, over the intervening 62 years, continued
research by Meek results in his personal opinion that this book provides INVALUABLE
and FACTUAL insighls to such questions as: "What was the Nazarene really like?
Who, if anyone, was His Earthly father? What education did He have? Did He in lact
travel widely in Persia, lndia and Egypt? Did He ever marry? What, if any, were His
sexual relations with women? Did He or did He not plan the lounding of a church in His
name? Where did He get the inspiration for perhaps the best insights anyone has ever
given on prayer, meditation, magic, the descent into hell, sin and the crucifixion
experience?"

ll you are still bound by the ties ol lundamentalist Chrislian orthodoxy, we do not
rscommend the purchase ol this book.

Perfect bound, illustrated, 306 pages
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Published by The Magian

Press

$5.95

ExtenSiOn Of Life, Patricia Hayes and Marshal Smith
Co-authors Patricia Hayes and Marshall Smith, both with 25 years in spiritual
work, have presented a substantial case for life after death in their latest book,
Ertension of Life, a series of survival messages channeled lrom the spirit world
by Arthur Ford. He speaks on such subjects as life after death, preparation,
expectation, transition, coma, suicide, accidents, spirit, consciousness, love, near
death experience, children and more.
The survival ol human consciousness after body death is discussed at length. The
experience is similar to other transitions that we experience throughout our lives.
Pat, Marshall and Arthur have created a work that enlightened people must view as
required reading when pondering the existence of life beyond the grave.
Extension ol Lile is informative and inspirational. Arthur shares his own bodydeath experience and some ol the advanced learning he is receiving on the other side.
His inlormation is most comforting to those who have lost loved ones. lnsSiirational

meditations and practical exercises are shared, which will help you with the

development of your own inner senses.
Perfect bound, 195

pages

The Eternal

Published by Dimensional

Privileg@, Joseph Powtes

Brotherhood

$12.00

Apptegate

Mr. Leslie Flint ol London, England, for some 40 years, has been one of the world's
outstanding "direct voice" mediums. ln this rare lorm of channeled messages, Mr.

Flint remains completely wide awake and allows dwellers in the spirit world to
withdraw ectoplasmic energy from his body to form an invisible "voice box" or
"etheric microphone." Through this, a dweller in the astral worlds can speak and
carry on a two-way conversalion with those persons present ... completely by- passing Mr. Flint's mind and voice box. Meaning{ul (and olten earthy!) conversations
have been had with lormer British royalty, scientists, archbishops, as well as people
whose most recenl lives were at the most humble and relatively uneducated levels.
John Powles Applegate was most skeptical and spent several years observing Flint
in dozens of sittings. Applegate's experiences were a turning point in his life and
provided answers to life aflsr death which he had thought unanswerable.
This easily readable volume will give hope and comfort to lhose tormented by grief
and doubt. lt will give all readers a view ol what lies ahead when they "graduate" into
the next life.
Perfect bound, 143 pages

Published by Regency Press,

London

$7.95

The GOlden Scripts, channeled by william Dudley Pelley
Pelley deserves the rating ol one of the truly great channels of the 20th Century. ln
lhe late 1920s, he typed more than 6,000 single-spaced-pages of transmissions from
the mental, causal and celestial levels. lt took the next 20 years to "sort out" the
most important materials and to present same in more than 20 books.

The 6oLd,en Scripts

The Golden Scripts, published in 1941 , consists ol 257 short chapters totaling
905 pages. lt is written in the idiom of the King James Bible and was dictated by one
who says he is to be considered as the reader's "Elder Brother." The message of each
chapter is both simple and profound. Most readers use The Golden Scripts for
meditation purposes, reading only one or a lew chapters at a time. This enlightened
manuscript conlirms, supports, expands and brings clarity to the essence of the
Master's teachings of 2,000 years ago, as reported in the Christian Bible. lt also
correlates well with The Magian Gospel (see page 2) and NEW TEACHINGS lcr
an Awakening Humanity (see page 5).

William Dudley Pelley

Soft leatherette binding, 905 pages
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Published by Fellowship

Press

$17.50

The Starseed Transmissions,

channered by Ken carey

Are you prepared to comprehend what lies ahead lor Mankind in the next 1,000
years -- and then the tollowing 1,000 years?
"A lew years ago fr.iends began sending me a book. One month three copies would
arrive, the lollowing month live copies. By year's end I had acquired several dozen
copies. My lriends all assured me that the book was special and 'had something.'

lndeed

it

had, lor the book,

The Starseed Transmissions by 'Raphael,'

was

I had ever encountered. lt was at
once both lyrical and hearty, oflering a substantive view of the nature ol the spiritual
design and evolutionary purposes at work at deep dimensions ol reality..
perhaps the linest example ol 'channeled knowledge'

@ Jean Houston, Ph.D. 1985

Published by

Perlect bound, 197 pages

Vision,

UNI.SUN

$6.95

channeled by Ken Carey

"ln recent years, a growing number ol people who would not normally be considered
shamans or oracles or psychic egotists have begun to come forth with extraordinary
channeled material. Although each ol these channelers rellects in some way his/her
own cultural and religious bias, they each speak to a vision and a gnosis deeper than
any culture, more universal than any lheology. And what they all receive is this
message: lt's Tlme to Wake Up Now! The human race is about to join a universe
larger than our aspiration and richer than all our dreams. lt is time to prepare
ourselvss lor being @-trustees of the evolutionary process; time, lor the love of
God, lo re-educate ourselves lor sacred stewardship!
@ Jean Houston, Ph.D.

It is suggested you read Vlslon only if you have lirst read The Starseed
Transmlselons and lound it to your liking. Vlslon presenls further breathtaking
views of what lies ahead lor Man in the next 2,000 years.
Published by

Perlect bound. 87 pages

Flint

UNI.SUN

$6.9S

Tapes

Will Thorner, a British member of our lnternational Advisory Panel, made the transition in 1986. For the 15 years
to his passing, Will had made an in-depth study of the work ol his countryman, direct-voice medium, Leslie Flint.
Mr. Flint is undoubtedly the greatest direct-voice medium ol this century. Workers in the spirit world take ectoplasm
from Mr. Flint's body and form a so-called "voice box" (invisible), a lew feet from Mr. Flint's right ear. The spirit
entities can then step forward and go through lhe action of speaking into this "invisible microphone." The spirit voices
thus become audible for any person in the room to hear very clearly. Over a period of more than 30 years, some of the
lamous and not-so-famous persons ol the lasl 2,000 years have had their spoken messages recorded on hundreds of
thousands of feet ol tape in Mr. Flint's recorders. (Also note The Eternal Prlvllege, page 3.)
prior

Over many years, Will Thorner assembled a collection of 250 of thss€ tapes. Mrs. Eve Thorner, Will's widow, has
graciously made a bequest ol these cassene tapes to the METAscience library. ColleAively, they provide one of the
finest sources of information in the world today, on the detailed nature of the world in the after-life -- as reported by
persons who are very much alive in the dimensions of consciousness known as the middle and upper astral planes.

lf you are interested in purchasing copies of these tapes lrom this c-ollection, an index (by names of the speaker) is
available lor $2.00 to cover handling and postage. The tapes are $4.00 each, including postags and handling.
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NEW TEACHINGS For An Awakening Humanity
channeled by Ann Valentin and Virginia Essene

ln this important book, the World Teacher takss readers on a spiritual journey of
cosmic dimensions from our past, through the present and into the future. ln the
pages of this book, He clarllles the mission of Jesus 2,000 years ago; challenges
the present-day churches to re-gvaluate their methods and their roles in leading their
members to God; outlines a simple meditative program which can enable each of us
to r€store our links to the higher realms; confronts our scientists and governments

with their responsibility in use ol scientific discoveries and space weaponry;
reminds us that we are the caretakers ol our planet and all the life lorms on it;
emphasizes the high calling ol parents and teachers in caring for and teaching the
children entrusted to them; provides a glimpse of the wondrous luture-on Earth
which awaits us and challenges us to acknowledge our Creator and take action to
establish personal and global psace. The message ol this book should be shared with
every open-minded adult on the planet.
Published by S.E.E. Publishing

Perfect bound, 208 pages

Company

$8.95

Talks With CHRIST and His Teachers
Channeled by Elwood Babbitt; assisted by Charles H. Hapgood

TALKS WITH

CHRIST

book, direct conversations with the spirit

AND HIE

IIEACH]IC]RS

teachings and lacts aboul His

Through the

kgchlc Gft ol

nature, a universal force, not limhed to any religion. The second purpose is to present
Christ's message in its completeness. Third is to give a more complete account of
Christ's life than we have been given in the New Testament. Finally, it discusses the
present condition of Mankind and how lhose who seek the spirit, who live with and for
the spirit, will go through the cataclysmic changes of the next 10 years without fear.
ln addition to talks with the christ spirit, the book contains talks with Joseph (the
lather of Jesus), Pontius Pilate and St. Luke.

EIWOOD BABBITT
bU

CHARIES H. HAPGOOD

One of the world's lew deep-trance mediums, Elwood Babbitt brings you in this

ol Christ, discussing and clarilying His

life. The book has four main purposes. First is to make
clear that we are not talking about a divine person, but a lorce of the spirit, a lorce of-

The talks are edited and presented by one of America's leading scientists, Professor
Charles H. Hapgood, whose works have revolutionized our concepts ol the history of
the Earth and Man.
Published by Fine Line

Perfect bound, 235 pages

The Ghost of 29 Megacycles,

Books

$5.95

John G. Funer

When the popular investigative writer John Fuller listened to a tape purporting to be
a conversation between a living man and a scientisl who had died 14 years previously,

he was astonished, conlused

-

and cautious.

The Ghost of 29 Megacycles is the slory of his investigations into the lheory
that 'lhe dead' can communicate with "the living" by means of electronic
instrumentation. His research documents lhe exciting breakthrough of George W.
Meek, a pioneer in psychic/electronic communications and William O'Neil, an
eleclronic technician and psychic.
Fuller began with a long period of probing, questioning, testing and interviewing. He
concluded that the people involved in the research were not credulous cranks, but
level-headed scientists, electronic engineers, physicists, doctors and clergymen 'prolessionals who would not lightly lend their names to an apparently lunatic theory

or

fraud.
The American paperback of this book is no longer in print. We have in stock a supply

of the deluxe British hardback.
Published by Souvenir Press,

Hardback, 257 pages
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London

$14.95

Vor.

tP0m

Ell0tt

I0 sclErct

r

- From Enigma To Science,

George

w.

Meek

This was one ol the first books to build a bridge between so-called "hard science"
and the paranormal phenomena which have besn demonstrated by prophets, sages,
seers, saints and mystics lor thousands ol years. ln the past decade, science has
taken Man's awareness to the far reaches of outer space. The publication ol lhis book
in 1973 coincided with the beginning of a new decade in which science made great
advances loward disclosing Man's intimate relationship with all parts of the cosmos
and his survival of bodily death.
This is a book which can be read to advantage by those in all branches ol science, by
religious leaders, by psychics, by the medical prolession and by all lay persons who
are just beginning to seek to learn about the clues which METAscience is now able to

provide as

to the lrue nalure ol

clairvoyance, clairaudience, mental telepathy,

psychometry, precognition and so-called psychic surgery.
Published by SamuelWeiser,

Hardback, 199 pages

Vor. n -

lnc.

$6.95

Healers and the Healing Process
Edited by George W. Meek

"No mattsr whether you believe in psychic healing, the report you will read here by
14 famous investigators (lamous to those in the lield of psychic research) seems to
attest to the validity of holistic medicine.' Cures, say the researchers, have been
achieved, but, and this is to the credit of this book, they admit that a lot of hocuspocus and 'sleight of hand' are taking place. Matter of fact, the skeplical side of the
researchers permeatss the malerial so when they are convinced, you've got to be

convinced! Here we find ways to heal ourselves, lo

psychologically attune ourselves

away lrom illness..." -- West Coast Review
Many readers, including physicians and psychiatrists have said, "Just Chapter 17,
'Healing Yourself and Extending Your Life Span,' is worlh several times the price ol
the bookl" lt shows how to avoid 807o ol all major and minor illnesses, including flu,
the common cold and many types ol cancer. The book reveals the basis ol healing --

Divine, Spiritual, Spirit, Mental, Psychic, the Laying on

of Hands and Christian

Science.

Published by Quest Books

Perfect bound, 304 pages

vot.

ut -

After We Die, What Then?,

Georse

w.

$6.75

Mgek

(New Expanded Edition)
This book has become a small classic, translated into several languages. Since it
confirms the central core teachings of all the world's great religions, it has been well
received by persons in countries around the world. (The Japanese translation has
gone into its 4th printing.)
ln this revised and expanded edition, new material has been included in the original
chapters and lour new chapters have been added. lt answers questions about life
af ter death long-sought by scientists, philosophers, iheologians, physicians,
educators, ministers, priests, rabbis and most lay people. ln lact, it gives clearcut
answers to more than 50 questions about what will happen when YOU shed your
physical body.

This book does not preach any new gospel, dogma, creed, religion or 'ism.' lt does
not attempt to convsrt you to the concepts it discusses. lf any portions ring true to
your "still, small inner voice," fine. lf not, reject theml lncludes an 'l 1 x 17 four'
color chart of what Jesus referred to by the poetical phrase, "Many Mansions."
Perlect bound, illustrated, 204 pages
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Published by Ariel

Press

$8.95

vot. tv - As

We See

lt

From Here

by the Holmes Research Team, channeled by sarah Gran Hieronymus
Hundreds ol books of socalled "spirit Communication" have appeared. None has the
laboratory documenlation ol this one and none so eflectively rends the veil between
our physical world and the realms in which we will be living after death.
Dr. Jesse Herman Holmes, a leading Quaker and for 25 years head ol the Department
ol Religion and Philosophy at Swarthmore College, died in 1942. Since then - through a

rup"rb t"l"pathic channel - he dictated this book. ln it he tells how he and a team of
well-known writers, philosophers, artists, theologians and poets (brought together
since lhey died) have returned in spirit to walk our streels, visit our nursing homes
and hospitals and observe in our courts ol law, businesses, universities, churches,
governments, etc.

From their excellent vantage point, these reseachers evaluate our prevailing

attitudes and actions. Then they tell us how to enrich and add joy
lives -- and assure bright and endless horizons for our continuing lile.
Hardback, 142 pages
Perfect bound, 142 Pages

Published by Metascience
Published by Metascience

lo our present

Corporation
Corporation

$9.75
$5.75

Collapse and Comeback,
OUT OF PRINT

vt-The Magic of Living

Forever,Georse w.

Meek
lnstrumental two-way communication with the "dead" has been achieved! Now we can
push beyond the limits ol "faith" and "believing" to the much more important stage of
;,knowing', that your personality, memory banks and soul will continue to function after
you snJO your physical body. Here, lor the first time, is the thrilling report of 12
years ol iniensive work by METAscience Foundation and 25 years of EVP research by
hundreds ol other people in many countries. The packet contains '
1. A 54-page lull color illustrated booklet, The Magic of Living Forever;
2. A 1 1/2 hour cassette - sPlRlcoM - lts Development and Potential;
3. A 33-page transcript ol the 20 convsrsalions on the cassette tape;
4. An illustrated lolder - A Photo History ol Man's Communications Systems; and
5. An 11', x lT" rainbow color diagram - ln our Father's House There Are Many

vor.

Mansions.

:

.

\ ' --t
o

g/
$) /

.I

Nothing you can buy at any price in the USA or abroad will give you as much factual
information on the crucially important matter of life and death as the above items.
These are not avaitabte in tibraries or bookstores anyplace in the world.
sl o'oo
published bv Metascience corporalion

The GrYstal Tower

via SARI (Lucille McNames)
- THE oRlGlN oF
on Mankind's evolution as did charles Danrrin's book'
inlluence
an
have
may
ln its own way, this book
portion
scientilic establishment
ol
the
THE SPECIES. lt's possible that one or more decades will pass belore a substantial
of
that consciousness in
role
and
lhe
...
comprehends this book,s role in expanding Man's knowledge of human consciousness
cosmos'
far-flung
the
the iurther evolution of human lile on this planet and, eventually, throughout
perhaps g5+7o ol the scientists worldwide are unaware that the individual mind, memory banks, personality and soul
book provides dozens of insights
continue to function after the death, decay or cremalion of the human brain. Yet this
Earth scientists whose individual consciousnesses have survived death of their
supplied by

lormer britilant

human consciousness'
physical bodies and now report in this book on their continuing exploration of
as 80 light years oul in space now
far
as
And perhaps still more unbelievable, individual and group intelligences residing

human consciousness'
share wilh you their personal insights on the seemingly limitless reaches ol
communications than any
lnstrumental
of
ramilications
This book throws more light on the heaven and earthside
book now in Print.
$12.00
I 1/2 x't1 Manuscript, Metal binding' 150 pages
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Testimony

of

Secret Truths for
Teens & Twenties

Light

channeled by Helen Greaves

channeled by Virginia Essene

Telepathy among the living is now generally
accepted, but telepathy between the living and the socalled "dead" is both more doubtlul and less common.
This remarkable book is an outstanding example of
communion between the minds of two close lriends -Helen Greaves and the rscently-deceased Sister
Frances Banks, a Catholic nun of the Community of the
Resurrection in South Africa.
Those who have known both Helen Greaves and
Sister Frances (who had moved to England to share
actively in the work ol "The Church's Fellowship lor
Psychical and Spiritual Studies") are impressed by the
authenticity ol these scripts. The phrasing and
contents are typical of Sister Frances, since they are
so completely unlike the style of writing shown by the
"author" in her previous books and articles.
Frances Banks' message -- that the death of the
body is but a gentle passing to a much lreer
and luller llle -- presents itself with great clarity

"secret Truths lor Teens & Twenties serves
as a sequel to New Teachings for an Awakening
Humanity. All ol us as parents, relatives and friends
of young people have a responsibility to assist them in
remembering Who and What they are. These young
people are generally souls of a high spiritual level
whose memories have been sealed. They have come to
this world at a time of great turmoil and their trials
and tribulations simply ref lect all of humanity's
struggle to awaken.
"Through the loving guidance of this book, the stone

will be rolled away and the youthlul ones will
remember lhe Truth of Being for the benelit of the
entire human race. The destiny of the world is, indeed,

in their hands, and that's why this book is ol critical
importance in this day and time."
@ John R. Price, author & co-founder, Quartus Fdn.

and conviction.

This is one ol our most popular
used lor gifts.

titles. lt is widely
Perfect bound, 120 pages
Publishing Company

Published by Neville
Perfect bound, 145 pages
$7.95
Spearman, United Kingdom
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METAscience Foundation, lnc. ORDER FORM for pioneering books on
Gonsaflousrness and the Gontfinufity of Lfife
Become an active participant in the exciting worldwide explosion of knowledge about lhe reality of Man's
spiritual nature, about the techniques for avoiding 8Ao/o ot more of all diseases and illnesses and about the
continuity of your own mind, memory banks, personality and soul ... on higher levels of consciousness.
Please note that we will gladly ship your order to another address. lf your order is a gift to

a friend or family member, we will so advise the recipient of the
Thank you ... and HAVE

A

HAPPY

FOREVER

shipment.

The Staff of METAscience Foundation

Non-Member's
Price

Member's
Price

CONCLAVE: Meeting of the Ones
CONCLAVE: 2nd Meeting

$6.50
7.00

$5.20
5.60

CONCLAVE: 3rd Meeting

7.50

6.00

The CrystalTower
The Psalm Eternal
Cosmic Revelation
Descent of the Dove
Startling Revelations
You Can Heal Your Life
The Maqian Gospel of Brother Yeshua
Extension of Life
The Eternal Privileqe
The Golden Scripts
The Starseed Transmissions
Vision
Flint Tapes
NEW TEACHINGS For An Awakenino Humanitv
Talks with CHRIST and His Teachers
The Ghost ol 29 Megacycles
Vol. I - From Enigma to Science
Vol. ll - Healers and the Healing Process
Vol. lll - Alter We Die, What Then?
Vol. lV - As We See lt From Here (Hardback)
(Sottback)
Vol. V - Collapse and Comeback
Vol. Vl - The Magic ot Living Forever

12.00

9.60

7.95

6.40

9.95

7.95

9.95

7.95

Tiile

Testimony of Light
Secret Truths for Teens & Twenties

9.95

7.95

10.00

8.00

5.95

4.80

12.00

9.60

7.95
17.50

6.40
14.00

6.95

5.60

6.95

5.60

4.00

4.00

8.95

7.20

5.95

4.80

18.95

15.20

6.95

5.60

6.75

5.40

8.95

7.20

9.75

7.80

5.75

4.60

Quantity

our OF PRINT
10.00

8.00

7.95

6.40

7.95

6.40

SUBTOTAL
North Carolina Residents add 5% sales lax

POSTAGE AND HANDLING
U.S., Canada and Overseas surface, $1.S0/book (Max. $4.50 if to same address)
Overseas AIRMAIL, $5 .00 for each book

Total lor Books and Postage
Order from METAscience Foundation, P. O. Box 737, Franklin,

D6 28734

Total

